SAFETY BELTS

#497-O TRITON Harness w/ Integrated Flotation Vest
The TRITON is second generation helicopter hoistable harness with dual recovery capability. It is standard equipment for US Coast Guard Aviation Rescue Swimmers. Building on the foundation and comfort of the TRI-SAR (see below), the TRITON offers numerous enhancements. A new low profile flotation collar provides variable buoyancy up to 35 lbs with reduced bulk. Several equipment pockets have been transferred to the waist belt for improved weight distribution and comfort. Quick release buckles have been added to the leg straps for easier donning and doffing of the harness, and a chest strap added for better fit adjustment. The recovery hook has been updated to lightweight #512 Titanium Talon II safety hook with locking gate. All components and materials are corrosion resistant for the marine environment. Utilizes one (1) 33 gram CO2 cylinder (LSC #484).

- Size (height): M(64-69") L(68-73") XL(72-78") XX(74-80")
- Color: Black harness with international orange vest.

#497-OCG TRITON w/ USCG Markings
TRITON Harness and Vest with USCG stencil on back and USCG Aviation Rescue Swimmer Emblem applied at the factory.
#499-9 Liner Guard – Rescue #487 TRI-SAR Harness w/ Integrated Flotation Vest

The TRI-SAR is first generation professional grade helicopter hoistable rescue harness with dual recovery capability. First used by the US Coast Guard it is now approved for US Navy Aviation & US Navy Surface Swimmers. Combines the security of a full body harness, comfort of a seat harness and safety of integrated flotation. This full body harness is constructed primarily of MIL-SPEC Types 10 and 13 nylon webbing, and features exclusive low profile, quick adjusting stainless steel hardware. When hoisted, the upright, slightly reclined seated position allows total use of the hands. Ideally suited for rapid deployment in swift/cold water or cliff type rescues. Weight distribution for superior comfort and full support is provided by 3” wide leg and waist straps versus heavy & bulky pads. Integrated flotation vest (inflated manually with CO2 or orally with air) features a low profile, easy to swim in design, with user variable buoyancy up to 35 lbs. Flotation cell is encased entirely in a heavy weight, puncture & abrasion resistant nylon cover. The encased design requires no repacking after use; simply deflate. The flotation vest is easily removed or replaced. Generous storage pockets for critical rescue and emergency equipment. Utilizes a 33 gram CO2 cylinder (#484).

- GSA Contract #GS-07F-0078H.
- Sized by Height: S(61-65”) M(64-69”) L(68-73”) XL(72-78”) XX(74-80”).
- Available in three standard models listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#487-O</th>
<th>TRI-SAR, Civil Operators Harness w/Orange Vest &amp; retroreflective panels.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#487-BS</td>
<td>TRI-SAR, US Navy - Surface Identical to #487-B with addition of shoulder ring for tending line attachment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Replacement/Individual Components

#487-H Harness for #487, Black (M, L, XL, XX)
#487-V Vest Assembly for #487, Orange or Black
#518 Dive-SAR Harness
The Dive-SAR is designed as a constant wear, helicopter hoistable harness. It is constructed the same as the TRI-SAR harness, except for the addition of an upper chest strap. This additional strap counteracts the weight of a scuba tank, thereby ensuring the slightly reclined, seated hoist position. Harness is designed to allow the user to wear an integrated or Mae-West style buoyancy compensator. Size XL.

#615 Boat Seat Belt Assembly
Designed for the US Coast Guard. Corrosion resistant seat belt assembly is constructed with Type 13 nylon webbing and features high-strength double locking Quick Release Safety Buckle with friction adjustor. Includes 304 stainless steel attachment fittings with 1/2” anchor holes. Breaking strength @ 3,000 lbs. Belt has a fully extended length of 54”.

#219 Quad Lock Aviation Crewman Safety Belt

Intended for use by helicopter crew members working near open hatches or doors. Combines a high degree of security with quick releases. Design features a 5” wide inner belt with two outer MIL-SPEC nylon waist belts. The waist belt buckles are the double locking Quick Release Safety Buckle. The two buckle system provides the extra level of safety needed in the aviation environment. A quick-adjusting, single attachment strap located in the center back of the belt has a stainless steel safety hook.

Universal, fits waist sizes 30” – 44”.
Size Large available by special order.
Fits waist 38” - 50”.

#202 Rescue Swimmer Harness

Designed for in-water rescue from ships, small craft & shore side. Greatly enhances the effectiveness & safety of rescue swimmers. The universally sized harness can be donned & adjusted in seconds. Constructed of black, Type 13 MIL-SPEC webbing, which has a breaking strength of 6,500 lbs. The harness incorporates a quick-release feature that allows the swimmer to easily release the safety line should the need arise. A quick pull on the beaded release lanyard opens the stainless steel snap shackle, thereby releasing the safety line ring. Harness is equipped with a permanently attached Rescue Knife (#358).

Supplied with 70’ of 3/8” yellow, hollow-braided, polypropylene rope (#498), with a breaking strength of 2,200 lbs. Rope coil is secured to the backside with three hook & loop retainer straps. At one end of the line there is a spliced-in hand loop for use by the line handler. The other end of the line has a stainless steel release ring spliced-in for attachment to the snap shackle. This Harness has been approved by the US Coast Guard for use by their Surface Rescue Swimmers.
#204 Surface Swimmer Harness
Meets the requirement for the US Navy Surface Swimmer. The main harness is constructed of Type 13 MIL-SPEC webbing. All hardware is made of 304 stainless steel for strength and high corrosion resistance. All structural stitching is accomplished with #207 (3-cord) nylon thread. The black webbing provides increased ultraviolet resistance. Attached pockets provide stowage for strobe light and signaling devices. The Surface Swimmer Harness has been approved by the US Navy for all Surface Swimmers. NSN 4240-01-327-6185.

#218 Boat Safety Belt
Standard USCG Boat Safety Belt. The waist belt buckle is an LSC double locking Quick Release Safety Buckle constructed of high strength stainless steel. The attachment straps are quick-adjusting with all stainless steel hardware. Designed to be many times stronger than any loading it is likely to encounter. Colored hang-up strap indicates belt size: black for small and red for large. US Coast Guard approved for all boat crews.

- Waist Size: Small (27” – 36”), Large (34” – 44”)
- GSA Contract #GS-07F-0078H.

#218-1 Attachment Straps w/ Super Talon Hooks
Replacement attachment straps utilizing LSC’s #511 Super Talon Safety Hook are available separately. Sold as a pair.